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The borough of CDN-NDG is working to revitalize the building and plans to incorporate a mix of 
functions in the future building. The project’s goal is to make the new Empress a future-oriented, 
iconic landmark featuring a multipurpose public venue.  

We hope that the Empress will be a cultural attraction in the neighbourhood and meet its 
growing need for venues for the arts. The Maison de la culture Notre-Dame-de-Grâce (on Rue 
Botrel), Café Shaika and Parc NDG are all important parts of the NDG cultural scene located 
near the Empress.
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The project will aim for a mix of various uses, which may include components such as:

● A residential component with affordable housing to facilitate access to homeownership
● A cultural component opening directly onto Sherbrooke Street that can accommodate, 

in particular, a multi-functional venue and spaces for professional artists
● A commercial component on Sherbrooke Street to meet the needs of the community
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SUMMARY
Public consultation sessions in November and December 2020

● Two evenings of information and presentations for the public
● One month of collecting ideas from the public
● 27 forms received, totalling 285 pages
● 25 proposals for the name of the future building 

See the document Virtual Presentation: Summary of the proposals received for more details and 
l’ensemble des propositions et suggestions 
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 The images in this document are taken from ideas and proposals sent by individuals or organizations during the consultation in 
November and December 2020

https://res.cloudinary.com/villemontreal/image/upload/v1608057621/portail/q6nwe4zptfic0kdxqok3.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UyUlpJ8FLRRUBRERPbmwTmiac8LbMvf7/view


PARTNERS

SHDM
The Société d'habitation et de développement de Montréal is a paramunicipal organization of the Ville de Montréal 
whose mission is to promote the city’s economic and social development through real estate management and 
development.

● In the case of the Empress, the SHDM's mandate is to carry out pre-feasibility studies and draw up a 
business plan relating to the development of a mixed-use project on the site of the former Empress theatre. 

● The SHDM has the expertise to guide a revitalization project with a mixed-use approach while identifying 
the necessary technical, financial and regulatory considerations for a redevelopment project to succeed.
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Ædifica 
Ædifica is a professional firm with expertise in many aspects of design and building. Ædifica’s mandate for the 
Empress is as follows: 

● Conduct a co-creation workshop in collaboration with the stakeholders identified by the borough
● Organize two information and idea collection events for the residents, local organizations and stakeholders 

who participated in the co-creation workshop
● Produce a functional and technical plan addressing the needs associated with the probable usages and 

users of the public facilities component only

What is a functional and technical plan (PFT)?
The functional and technical plan is a preliminary proposal for the Empress’s future public spaces based on the 
ideas, suggestions and comments expressed during the public consultations and presentations.
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